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ABSTRACT

A numerical methodology is established to study the mechano-electrochemical performance of corroded steel structures under external and internal stresses. Results show that mechanical stimuli (elastic/plastic deformation) increase the local anodic current density, and thus the corrosion behavior dynamically responds to the loading conditions. The current density increment for a multi-component stress system is largely dependent on both hydrostatic pressure and equivalent plastic strain. Moreover, the mechano-electrochemical corrosion is more affected by plastic deformation, resulting in localized areas being more anodic. Existing corrosion introduces extra stress/strain concentration, which further reduces the structural strength capacity and intensifies the mechano-chemical corrosion damage.
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**NOMENCLATURE**

\( \bar{\alpha} \)  
Coefficient describing of mobile dislocation density dependence on strain \((10^9 \text{ to } 10^{11}) / \text{ cm}^2 \)

\( \beta \)  
Slenderness ratio

\( \Delta \gamma \)  
Plastic shearing strain

\( \Delta \varepsilon \)  
Macro plastic strain

\( \nu \)  
Poisson’s ratio

\( \sigma_m \)  
Absolute value of the spherical stress in the solid phase / MPa

\( \sigma_y \)  
Yield stress of the material / MPa

\( \Delta \tau \)  
Hardening / MPa

\( \psi \)  
Orientation-dependent factor

\( \Delta \phi_{\text{Total}} \)  
Total change in the equilibrium potential of a stressed electrode / V

\( \Delta \phi_e \)  
Change in the equilibrium potential of an elastically stressed electrode / V

\( \Delta \phi_p \)  
Change in the equilibrium potential of a plastically stressed electrode / V

\( a \)  
Plate length / mm

\( b \)  
Plate width / mm

\( b_f \)  
Flange width / mm

\( B \)  
Width between two longitudinal girders / mm

\( E \)  
Young’s modulus / GPa

\( E_t \)  
Tangent modulus / GPa

\( F \)  
Faraday constant / C mol\(^{-1}\)

\( h_w \)  
Web height / mm

\( i_a \)  
Anodic current density of a stressed electrode / A m\(^{-2}\)

\( i_{ab} \)  
Anodic current density of a non-stressed electrode / A m\(^{-2}\)

\( k_B \)  
Boltzmann constant for a system of particles representing unit dislocations / J K\(^{-1}\) cm

\( \Delta N \)  
Increase in the dislocation density at the hardening / cm\(^{-2}\)

\( N_0 \)  
Dislocation density when no hardening / cm\(^{-2}\)

\( N_{\text{max}} \)  
Maximum possible dislocation density / cm\(^{-2}\)

\( \pi \)  
Number of dislocation in planar pile-ups

\( R \)  
Gas constant / J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)

\( t \)  
Original plate thickness / mm

\( t_f \)  
Flange thickness / mm

\( t_{gc} \)  
Remaining thickness due to grooving corrosion / mm

\( t_p \)  
Thickness reduction due to pitting corrosion / mm

\( t_w \)  
Web thickness / mm

\( T \)  
Absolute temperature / K

\( V_m \)  
Molar volume / m\(^3\) mol\(^{-1}\)

\( w_c \)  
Column-type initial deflection / mm

\( w_{gc} \)  
Width of grooving corrosion / mm
In the context of ship and offshore structures, the initiation and progression of marine corrosion may be related to various types of mechanisms, such as galvanic corrosion, intergranular corrosion, crevice corrosion and erosion corrosion. Depending on the age of the structure, corrosion protection system and the environmental factors, the corrosion process can be dominated by one or more mechanisms. Particularly, the combined mechanical and corrosion influence is often termed mechano-electrochemical changes in physico-mechanical properties of a solid surface. Previous studies have focused on stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue and hydrogen-induced cracking and erosion-corrosion. It has been reported that 23-33% of the low-alloy steel weight loss was attributed to the mechano-electrochemical effects, while the number could be 55-62% for austenitic stainless steels. Various experiments and simulations along with theoretical/empirical formulas have been proposed to establish the relationship between stress/strain and the corrosion behavior. However, the conclusions are largely dependent on the metallurgical characteristics of the material and the test environments. In consequence, the synergistic effect of mechanical factors and electrochemical processes remain poorly understood.

An early study carried out by Despic et al. [11] in 1968 reported that during corrosion, only the rate of hydrogen evolution was affected by tensile elastic stress. The chemical potential (the partial molar free Gibbs energy of a substance) of hydrogen was believed to decrease under stress, which lowered the activation energy barrier for hydrogen-metal discharge and hence enhanced the cathodic reaction. Conversely, Gutman concluded that both tensile and compressive elastic stress would equally and directly affect the anodic reaction by increasing the surface chemical potential and reducing the equilibrium potential [5]. Similar conclusions were drawn in Ref [18]. Generally the influence of elastic stress may vary significantly but is often reported to be limited in magnitude, less than 1 mV [19]. Although care must be taken since the reported measurement provides a total or average value for the entire specimen and may not be representative of the actual conditions which may be present at localized sites [20].

Investigations of plastic deformation effects have been carried out by applying external loading, cold work or welding, which leads to direct and/or residual plastic strain. Under external load, it has been
generally agreed that the plastic strain will significantly reduce the corrosion resistance by directly enhancing the anodic reaction [7, 11, 14, 16, 21-26] while the hydrogen evolution was reported to increase as well [21, 22]. Despic et al. [11] observed that a negative corrosion potential shifted by up to 30 times, with a marked increase in the anodic current density at the onset of the tensile plastic strain and reached an asymptotic value gradually. Plastic deformation was believed to increase the surface reactivity non-uniformly [26] and the stored energy within a material, which can be directly related to the electrode potential change [27]. The increased current density at an early stage of cold rolling and a decreased value in the dynamic recovery stage of the hardening process corroborated the observations under external loading [28]. In terms of welds, electrochemically more negative potentials have been detected in the vicinity of weld boundary using either a micro-capillary probe or Kelvin probe [5, 29, 30]. The relatively high potential on the weld bead was reported to be induced by a thick oxide film [30] as well as a lower residual stress in comparison to the base metal [5]. More recently, due to the increase in the computational capability, research of mechano-electrochemistry has been achieved numerically with implementation of Gutman’s formulas [5] to provide more detailed information on the corrosion enhancement [31, 32].

Regarding corrosion on marine structures (ships and offshore platforms/pipelines), large-scale pitting and grooving corrosion are considered to be major forms of localized damage [33], which has a more significant impact on the structural resilience compared to uniform/general corrosion [34, 35]. Pitting is frequently associated with coating breakdown or ineffective cathodic protection, which leads to pits that are tens of millimeters in diameter. Figure 1 shows a 3D surface profilometry of typical pitting damage on the inner bottom plating of a 15 to 16 years old bulk carrier, where broad pits with vertical walls can be easily observed (Figure 1 (b)). At the weld joints of large steel panels, grooving corrosion (also referred to as preferential weld line, knife-line or trench-like corrosion) may occur, which is a selective and rapid corrosion along a weld joint [33, 36]. The mechanisms of grooving corrosion is considered to be a much more complex situation. Indeed it has been previously reported that galvanic effects arise from differences within the metallographic structures (welds, heat affected zone (HAZ) and the base metal) and/or the inclusion of MnS stringers [36]. Also, weld imperfections (spatter) subsequently mean a thickness fluctuation of an applied protective coating, and hence exacerbate the corrosion. For both corrosion types, experiments have shown that the deformation/taxure of structures in service would inevitably result in protective layer (coating and/or rust) flake-off and hence an accelerated damage in the long term [37]. And last but not least, the in-service stresses and the above mentioned weld-induced residual stresses may have a significant influence on the surface chemical state [5]. General practices in assessing the corrosion condition in aged marine structures can be found in Ref [38].
A marine structural system will endure various loading throughout its lifetime. Within the system, which is often consisting of a number of different structural members, some members will always reach their collapse or ultimate strength first before the whole system collapses. Thus, taking into account the ultimate strength and post-collapse behavior of individual structural members is essential to determine the overall integrity of a structural system. There has been significant effort to assess the strength capacity of steel marine structures with uniform corrosion [39, 40] and localized corrosion damage using both experimental and finite element (FE) methods [34, 41], varying structural geometries, corrosion extent, loading/boundary conditions and structural initial imperfections. While the influence of pitting corrosion has been investigated in depth over the last decade [42-46], grooving corrosion has gained increasing attention only recently [47-49]. Considering that both corrosion types will result in stress/strain concentrations, however, only a limited number of studies have addressed the mechanically assisted reactions on the corrosion performance of marine structures loaded to an ultimate condition. In addition, the frequently used Gutman method needs to be appropriately considered for structures in a multi-component stress state. This paper studies the mechanical and mechano-electrochemical performance of steel structures subjected to localized corrosion damage (assuming charge transfer control and neglecting the presence of protective coatings or oxide layers), using previously constructed pitting and grooving FE models [45, 48] in order to predict corrosion acceleration at ‘hot spot’ locations induced by stress/strain effects and to quantify the corrosion enhancement.

2. METHODOLOGY

FE analysis was conducted using ANSYS 14.0 as a primary tool to achieve material and geometric nonlinearities using bilinear isotropic hardening and large deflection options [50]. To assess the influence of corrosion features, this study has examined a square plate with pitting corrosion features and a simplified stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion features, as typical representatives of a deck or bottom plating of a double hull oil tanker. The geometric and material properties for the two models are listed in Table 1. A 4-node shell element SHELL181 was adopted for the plate model and an 8-node solid element SOLID185 together with a contact element couple was chosen for the stiffened plate in order to construct a realistic fillet weld connection within the FE model. The maximum element size for the plate model was 16 mm while the element size ranged from 3 mm to 47.5 mm. Equations shown in Table 1 were assigned for each nodal coordinates for the initial deflection applications. The four edges of each model were simply supported with a compressive load applied in the longitudinal direction by controlling...
the displacement. A full description of the weld modelling, the convergence study for element size selection and boundary conditions can be found in detail elsewhere [45, 48]. The von Mises criterion was used to assess yielding. Regarding the stiffened plate model, a widely used weld-induced residual stress distribution was explicitly applied in the longitudinal direction, where the tensile stress in HAZ reaches the yield stress of the material while an average level of compressive stress ($-0.15\sigma_y$) was assigned for the unaffected area [51]. Specifically, based on residual stress distribution, a matrix was formed consisting of stress records for every integration point in every element depending on the location of the element centroid. After the application of the initial deflection, the initial stress matrix was read and solved with all degrees of freedom constrained in order to obtain the reaction force records for all elements. The constraints were then cleared up and replaced with the real boundary conditions, followed by a calculation procedure with two load steps. The initial stress matrix and the reaction force matrix were read again in the first step for the residual stress application. The external load was subsequently added for the ultimate strength analysis. Validation of the nonlinear FE method, as well as the residual stress application, have been conducted with good correlations achieved in both pre- and post-ultimate strength regimes [45, 48], see for example Figure 2 for a $800\,\text{mm} \times 800\,\text{mm} \times 15\,\text{mm}$ plate with regularly distributed cylindrical pits (DOP = 0 (intact), 4.91%, 9.6%, 15.9%, 23.75% and 33.2%; pit depth = 7.5 mm).

For the plate models, two idealized localized pit distributions on one side of the plate were considered, as shown in Figure 3 with typical mesh patterns. Five degrees of pitting (DOP, which is the ratio of damaged area to the plate surface area) (2%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 25%) and four thickness reductions, $\varepsilon_p$ (0.2$t$, 0.25$t$, 0.3t and 0.5$t$, where $t$ is the original plate thickness), were investigated. Regarding the stiffened plate model, grooving corrosion was located on both sides of the stiffener (Figure 4 (a)) with the groove width $w_{g\varepsilon}$ varying between 5%$w_w$ and 50%$w_w$, and the remaining thickness $t_{g\varepsilon}$ of 0.25$t_w$, 0.5$t_w$ and 0.75$t_w$ (where $w_w$ is the stiffener web height and $t_w$ is the original stiffener web thickness). Contact elements TARGE170 coupled with CONTA175 were adopted in this investigation to represent the fillet weld connections [50] (Figure 4 (b)). For the interface between the stiffener and the plating, Coulomb’s friction model was used with the static coefficient of friction of 0.78 and a dynamic value of 0.42 for a high-tensile steel contact [48].

Based on Gutman’s theory [5], when a solid surface is elastically stressed, the chemical potential of an atom of a solid is determined by the spherical part of the macroscopic stress tensor, i.e., the hydrostatic pressure, and hence leading to increases in macroscopic chemical potential in the solid surface. In turn, this will result in a decrease in the equilibrium potential (Equation 1) [5].
\[ \Delta \varphi_e = -\frac{\sigma_m V_m}{zF} \]  

where \( \Delta \varphi_e \) is the change in equilibrium potential (V), \( \sigma_m \) is the absolute value of the spherical stress in the solid phase (MPa), \( V_m \) is the molar volume (\( \text{m}^3\) \( \text{mol}^{-1} \)), \( z \) is the number of electrons within the partial electrochemical reaction and \( F \) is the Faraday constant. When considering metal dissolution, only the anodic current density is directly affected by the mechano-electrochemical action \[ i_a = i_{a0} \exp \frac{\sigma_m V_m}{RT} \]  

where \( i_{a0} \) is the anodic current density of a non-stressed electrode (A m\(^{-2}\)); \( R \) is the ideal gas constant and \( T \) is the temperature (K). Further increases in the applied load, a local change in the equilibrium potential induced by plastic deformation can be expressed as follows \[ \Delta \varphi_p = -\frac{n \Delta \tau R}{\tilde{a} k_d N_{\text{max}} T} \]  

where \( n \) is the number of dislocation in planar pile-ups; \( \tilde{a} \) is between \( 10^9 \) and \( 10^{11} \) cm\(^{-2}\) \[5\]; \( k_d \) is the Boltzmann constant for a system of particles representing unit dislocations and \( N_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum possible dislocation density. The plastic deformation is realised as micro shear strain \( \Delta \gamma \) and the increase in the dislocation density \( \Delta N \) (cm\(^{-2}\)) with hardening stress \( \Delta \tau \) (MPa) is \[ \Delta N = N_0 \left( \exp \frac{n \Delta \tau}{\tilde{a} k_d N_{\text{max}} T} - 1 \right) \]  

where \( N_0 \) is the dislocation density (cm\(^{-2}\)) at \( \Delta \tau = 0 \) (approximately \( 10^4 \) cm\(^{-2}\) \[5\]). Thus, the macro plastic strain can be expressed as \[ \Delta \varepsilon = \frac{\Delta \gamma}{\tilde{v}} = \frac{N_0}{\tilde{a} v} \left( \exp \frac{n \Delta \tau}{\tilde{a} k_d N_{\text{max}} T} - 1 \right) \]  

where \( v \) is the orientation-dependent factor (which is equal to 0.45 for tensile condition \[5\]). If a steel structure is loaded until it reaches its ultimate strength with plasticity occurring to a certain extent and left...
under stress, the overall increase in the equilibrium potential of the structure surface should be the summation of the elastic and plastic effects. By taking into account Equations 4 and 5, the local anodic current density is

\[ i_a = i_{a0}\exp \left( \frac{\sigma_m V_m}{RT} \left( \frac{\Delta \varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0} + 1 \right) \right) \]  

(6)

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) represents the onset of plastic strain. From Equation 6 it can be seen that the contribution of mechanical stress to the potential or current change should consist of the spherical part of the applied stress and the plastic strain. By substituting \( V_m = 7.09 \times 10^{-6} \text{ mol}^{-1} \) for iron and \( \varepsilon_0 = \sigma_y / E \), the ratio of the local anodic current density of a stressed structure to the unstressed condition can be estimated. It needs to be emphasised that when a solid is experiencing a multi-component elasto-plastic stress state due to an out-of-plane deformation, \( \Delta \varepsilon \) cannot be taken as the axial plastic strain even though the external loading is uniaxial. Since the von Mises criterion was used to judge the onset of yielding, the plastic strain will only be developed when the equivalent (von Mises) stress is equal to the yielding stress of the material. The concept of equivalent stress/strain is used as a scalar value to simplify the stress state to the uniaxial condition by keeping the unit distortion strain energy the same. Therefore, \( \Delta \varepsilon \) was treated as the equivalent plastic strain for this study. It was assumed that the structural surface was anodic and the structural members were located in a cargo oil tank, where the average temperature was set to be 60°C. The corrosion process was charge transfer controlled due to the very low oxygen level (below 5%) and highly acidic environment (\( \text{pH} = 0.85 \)) \[52, 53\]. The influence of a polymeric coating was not considered. When the plate was loaded up to the ultimate strength stage, both the hydrostatic stress \( \sigma_m \) and the equivalent plastic strain \( \Delta \varepsilon \) were readily obtained for every element from the FE model. Utilizing Equation 6, the anodic current density increment ratio \( (i_a/i_{a0}) \) can be calculated.

Scanning Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (SKPFM) was performed on a representative welded steel plate. Four square specimens (25 mm × 25 mm × 6 mm) were fabricated from a multi-pass butt welded steel plate (Grade 070M20 for marine applications), as shown in Figure 5. MIG wire EN 440 was used for the welding (deposits C – 1.3% Mn weld metal with a copper coat finish and double deoxidized). The welding temperature was between 1200°C and 1300°C, at a speed of 100 mm min⁻¹. The material is widely used for welding low carbon, low alloy steel structures, ship grade steels (A, B, D and E) and equivalent mild steels. Moreover, it is frequently utilized especially for thin plates of ship structures, container buildings, bridges, railway constructions and pressure vessels. Prior to the SKPFM tests, chemical surface cleaning was conducted according to the standard practice ASTM (G1-03) by dipping...
the sample surfaces into a 1000 mL pickling solution (500 mL 37% HCl, 3.5 g hexamethylenetetramine and deionized water) at room temperature for 10 minutes. No mechanical/chemical polishing was carried out due to its potential influence on the residual stresses and the surface state. Samples were stored in a desiccator before testing. The SKPFM was performed using atomic force microscopy (AFM) (MAC Mode III, 5500 Scanning Probe Microscopy, Agilent Technologies, US). PicoView 1.12 and PicoImage Basics 6.0 (Agilent Technologies, US) software were used for data acquisition and image analysis, respectively. Conducting AFM probes, OMCL-AC240TS (from Olympus) with nominal spring constant $\sim 2 \text{ N m}^{-1}$ were used. Image sizes of $1 \times 1 \mu\text{m}^2$ were recorded with a resolution of 512 lines at scan rate 2 lines s$^{-1}$. Measurements were done along the $y$-axis (Figure 5) of the sample every 3 to 5 mm. Topography and surface potential measurements were performed simultaneously in amplitude modulation mode in an environmental chamber. The Volta potential difference between the sample surface and the AFM tip surface was calculated by averaging the potential signal over the whole scan area. As all measurements were performed in air, the effect of oxygen contamination cannot be excluded. More details on SKPFM technique can be found in Refs. [54, 55].

3. RESULTS

3.1 Plate models with pitting corrosion features

An external compressive load was applied in numerous substeps until the model reached the ultimate strength state (collapse). The procedure to obtain the stress/strain progress and the ultimate strength degradation are presented in Ref. [45]. Figure 6 shows an example of the anodic current density increment ratio ($i_a/i_{a0}$) distribution for a plate with random pitting corrosion (DOP = 15%, pit depth = 0.2t) at two load substeps (0.43$\sigma_y$ and 0.65$\sigma_y$) for a charge transfer controlled corrosion process at 60$^\circ$C. When the load was relatively low (0.43$\sigma_y$), most of the plate area remained elastic (Figure 6 (a)). It can be seen that the anodic current density ratio increased slightly (approximately 1.3 times) and mainly occurs in the middle of the plate and along the four edges. When the load was increased to 0.65$\sigma_y$, which equals the ultimate strength of the model (Figure 6 (b)), the current density ratio increased markedly (1.5 to 4 times) compared to the unstressed condition, concentrated on the middle area and the unloaded edges. Similar distributions have also been observed for intact plates, as well as plates with a large corrosion feature in the middle. Examining the cross-sectional area along the unloaded edge, as shown in Figure 6 (c) and (d), it can be seen that high current density ratio emerges around the pit edges initially and gradually develops on the bottom of the pits. Moreover, the interactions between the random pits were enhanced as the load increased.
To better understand the mechano-electrochemical behavior of the plate models, Figure 7 provides results of hydrostatic pressure, equivalent plastic strain and anodic current density increment ratio for 15% DOP and four pit depths along the plate mid-section with a relatively large corrosion feature in the middle at the ultimate strength stage. The geometric discontinuity induced by the corrosion defect largely influences the stress/strain values inside and adjacent to the pit edge. As the pit depth increases (from 0.2\(t\) to 0.5\(t\)), the hydrostatic pressure shows minor variation in the maximum value in the middle of the plate but a sudden drop at the damage boundaries. Compared to the intact plate, the equivalent plastic strain reaches a maximum value at the boundary of the damage. As the corrosion damage becomes deeper, it is interesting to note that the strain inside the pit increases accordingly, whereas the value decreases outside the pit. In addition, variation starts to emerge inside the pitted area. The distribution of the anodic current density change follows a similar trend as the plastic strain results. When the corrosion depth is increased to 0.5\(t\), the location with the highest current density increase moves from the damage boundary towards the centre. However, the profile of the results showed no significant change during the loading process (Figure 8 with the load varying from 0.6\(\sigma_y\) to its ultimate strength). When examining the influence of DOP (Figure 9), it was found that for the same corrosion depth, as DOP increased, the current density change inside the pit approached the intact condition while the values outside the damage decreased.

3.2 Stiffened plate models with grooving corrosion features

Firstly, for the stiffened plate model, a study was carried out for an unstressed intact condition. Figure 10 shows the influence of the longitudinal weld-induced residual stresses on the electrochemical properties. From the anodic current density ratio plot (Figure 10 (a)) it can be seen that a higher ratio occurs at the HAZ with maximum tensile stress. When further examining a cross-section A-A’ (mid-section, half-width of the base metal from the weld boundary to the plate edge), the longitudinal stress and the equilibrium potential change, \(\Delta \varphi_{\text{Total}}\), on the plate surface are also obtained and plotted in Figure 10 (b). \(\Delta \varphi_{\text{Total}}\) is a summation of the elastic (Equation 1) and plastic (Equation 3) effects. It clearly shows that a significant decrease in potential corresponds to the change of the residual stress sign. Accordingly, Figure 11 presents the Volta potential difference between the sample surface and the AFM tip surface, across the butt weld and the adjacent plate surface profile (Figure 5). The Volta potential difference has its highest value (approximately 0.143 V) at the weld center and decreases to 0.006 V at 55 mm from the centerline. Further away from the weld the Volta potential difference stabilizes at around 0.012 V. For the base metal area, the 6 mV potential difference between the steel plate and HAZ is comparable with the results obtained from the modelling (3 to 4 mV) shown in Figure 10 (b).
As the structure deforms, a continuous redistribution of the anodic current density has been observed for all conditions during the loading process. Based on the stress/strain relationship, an example of such redistribution is shown in Figure 12. At the first load substep (Point 1), when the model is elastically deformed, it can be seen that a slight increase in the current density increment ratio appears on the structure surface with the highest $i_a/i_{a0}$ of approximately 1.6 at the corroded region. Regardless of the boundary constraint effect, when further increasing the load with a significant development of plasticity until collapse (Points 2 and 3), a marked rise in the current density occurs not only in the corroded area but also on the intact plate and the flange, mainly concentrated on the mid-section of the model.

Data were also extracted along the mid-section on both sides of the plate and the stiffener, as illustrated in Figures 13 to 15 show results for a stiffened plate model at the ultimate strength stage with a fixed corrosion width (10% $h_w$) and varying the remaining thickness (0.75$t_w$, 0.5$t_w$ and 0.25$t_w$). For the surface of the plate in the intact model (Figure 13), the sign of hydrostatic pressure indicates that Line P$_1$-P$_1'$ is under compression while P$_2$-P$_2'$ is under tension (positive hydrostatic pressure). Conversely, the left side of the stiffener (W$_1$-W$_1'$) is under tension (Figure 14) while the right side (W$_2$-W$_2'$) is under compression (Figure 15). The presence of grooving corrosion mainly affects the stress distribution on the stiffener surface, adding more compression to W$_1$-W$_1'$ and easing the compressive stress on W$_2$-W$_2'$. The influence is much more significant inside the grooves as the corrosion becomes deeper. The equivalent plastic strain reaches its highest value on the plate adjacent to the weld joint. Much larger strain occurs inside the grooves compared to the intact condition with lower values outside the grooves. However, it is interesting to note that when the remaining thickness is only 0.25$t_w$ minimal plastic strain develops inside the grooves at the mid-section location. In terms of the anodic current density ratio, similar distributions can be seen as the plastic strain for all locations, with maximum current density of 6 to 7 times higher at the corroded area than for the unstressed condition. The results were also compared to models without weld-induced residual stresses. Similar distributions of the stress/strain values were obtained. However, the maximum current density was only 3 to 4 times higher than the unstressed surface and the plastic strain was greatest at the edge of the weld.

4. DISCUSSION

From the mechano-electrochemical evaluation of simple plate models, it is evident that the locations of the stress/strain concentration are closely associated with the applied initial deflection and boundary
conditions. When the plates are elastically deformed, higher hydrostatic pressure develops in the middle
and four corners of the plate, due to the shape of the initial deflection. The idealized corrosion features
have added extra complexity to the stress distribution, which determines the anodic current density
distribution at the elastic stage, as shown in Figure 6 (a). As the model further deforms, plastic strain
starts to develop along the unloaded edges and propagates to the center (Figure 6 (b)), due to the
development of the membrane stress in the central area. With the presence of corrosion damage, the
highest plastic strain and $i_a/i_{a0}$ always occur at the damage boundary initially (Figure 6 (c)), as also
reported in Refs. [45, 46]. However, as the external load further increases, the strain and $i_a/i_{a0}$ quickly
increases at the bottom of the pits (Figure 6 (d)). This finding is of great importance since when plasticity
has spread to a large extent on a structure, not only the area with geometric discontinuity but also the area
adjacent to it become more anodic. The subsurface below the corrosion feature is therefore more likely to
experience corrosion acceleration and corrosion-induced cracking.

From the results at half-length of the plate, Figure 7 clearly shows that the development of plastic strain
plays a major role in altering the current change profile, leading to much higher values. In addition, at the
ultimate strength stage, the corrosion damage results in a plastic strain increase inside the corroded area
and a decrease in the surrounding intact area compared to the uncorroded condition (Figure 7 (b)). This
phenomenon becomes more obvious as the pit depth increases, implying a more localized plastic strain
distribution. This is due to the lower membrane tensile stress in the plate induced by corrosion damage,
which leads to a less effective stress/strain redistribution in the plastic regime and a much increased local
deforation. A similar distribution of equivalent stress has also been reported before, which is explained
as stress concentration in the elastic region [32]. Ultimately, the concentrated hydrostatic pressure and the
equivalent plastic strain lead to a more localized anodic current density increase, indicating that a more
severe corrosion enhancement is expected at the corrosion site leaving the surrounding intact region less
of an issue. The localized corrosion enhancement is also observed for small DOPs, as shown in Figure 9.
However, when increasing DOP, the current density increment decreases both inside and outside the pit,
due to a greater influence of the larger corrosion area on the stress/strain redistribution along the unloaded
edges. It is noticeable that when the pit depth is up to $0.5t$, there is a profile change mainly in the plastic
strain, leading to a much greater current density increase in the middle of the corroded region compared to
the boundaries. This higher strain is primarily caused by the greatly reduced strain at the center of both
unloaded edges in addition to the yielded intact area around the pit. However, for every DOP and
corrosion depth, the distribution profile of the stress/strain and the current density remains unchanged
during the loading process (Figure 8). Also, minor variation in the distribution shape is obtained for
different DOPs, suggesting that the location of corrosion acceleration is largely determined by corrosion
depth instead of the external load or DOP. Thus, pit depth not only has a greater impact on the strength capacity reduction [45], but also the mechano-electrochemical performance.

The stiffened plate model investigation shows greater complexity due to the application of residual stresses, various initial deflections and the connection between the stiffener, weldment and plating. Specifically, the residual stresses in the longitudinal direction cause a negative potential shift (Figure 10 (b)) at the HAZ, which could potentially operate as active anodes, while the remainder with a less unchanged current value become cathodes. The potential variation was confirmed by the SKPFM measurements (Figure 11). However, compared to the slight potential change on the flat plate surface away from the weld, it can be seen that a more significant negative shift was detected at the weld boundary compared to the center of the weld (up to 0.1 V). A similar distribution was also reported in the literature from experiments [5, 29]. Clearly the SKPFM measurements show a much more complex picture compared to the modelling results (Figure 10 which again demonstrates that the mechanisms of grooving corrosion is a combination of mechanical effects, variance in the composition of the welds and the base metal and the altered microstructure, which ultimately leads to knife-line corrosion attack. From the electrochemical standpoint, the experimental result again rationalizes the location of the grooving corrosion in the stiffened plate models.

From Figure 12 it can be seen that the distribution of the changed anodic current density is not only dependent on the corrosion location but also affected by the structural deformation. As the external load increases, the increased mechano-electrochemical effect is more affected by the plastic behavior and becomes more localized along the weld joint, implying a smaller contribution of elastic deformation to the mechano-chemical corrosion behavior.

From Figures 13 to 15 it is apparent that weld-induced residual stresses not only enhance the mechano-electrochemical performance of corroded structures, but also cause stress/strain redistribution during the loading process, resulting in a much lower plastic strain along the welds on both sides of the plate. However, the low plastic strain inside the grooves when the remaining thickness is down to 0.25tw was found to be induced by the change in the failure mode of the stiffener [48]. This phenomenon affects the difference in plastic strain distribution over the structural surface. For example, the plastic strain development for models with remaining web plate thickness of 0.75tw and 0.25tw (Figure 16) shows that plastic strain develops in the groove at the mid-section area for 0.75tw but at the adjacent area for 0.25tw, which directly affects the mechano-electrochemical properties.
5. CONCLUSIONS

A numerical methodology has been proposed and developed to evaluate the mechano-electrochemical performance of locally corroded steel structures subjected to external loading and weld-induced residual stresses. At the ultimate strength state, for both plates and stiffened panels, the distribution of the mechano-electrochemical properties follows a similar profile as the plastic strain, resulting in highly localized areas being more susceptible to enhanced anodic dissolution. A change in the external load and/or the cross-sectional area of a structure could lead to a stress state change and alter the electrochemical behavior. In addition, the existing corrosion damage could introduce extra localized stress/strain, which intensifies the mechano-electrochemical corrosion.

More importantly, for corrosion inspection, the actual physical localization of either corrosion current or potential measurements can only provide an integration of these quantities over a surface, which will mask the identification of singular features in the vicinity of any damage. Likewise, there are limitations in specimen size and loading/boundary conditions within a laboratory. In comparison, FE modelling is shown here to be able to provide localized stress and strain information under a complex stress state. Although idealized in this study (with the exclusion of coatings and the simplified corrosion processes under specific loading and boundary conditions), the methodology proposed is considered to be able to identify the ‘hot spot’ locations of accelerated mechano-electrochemical corrosion and quantify the increased anodic current ratio. The utilization of this information could thus lead to more targeted corrosion inspections and optimized maintenance schedules, along with enhanced ship surveys. However, other factors such as the oxide film deformation due to the imposed stress/strain condition cannot be neglected. Further work is needed to investigate the changed surface state on future corrosion development and the strength capacity (ultimate strength) of a structure. Also, modelling of more realistic corrosion morphology using both numerical and physical sampling techniques is necessary to improve the accuracy of the FE predictions.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Surface profilometry of a broad pit feature found on the inner bottom plating of an aged bulk carrier: (a) two-dimensional top view; (b) three-dimensional view of the pit along the direction of the arrow in (a). Scan area: 6 cm × 4 cm.

Figure 2: FE modelled compressive stress strain relationship (a) validated results against (b) results obtained by Paik et al. [1].

Figure 3: Localized pit distributions: (a) random pitting (pit radii = 10 mm to 30 mm); (b) a single large corrosion feature in the middle (170 mm radius).

Figure 4: Stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion on the stiffener: (a) schematic diagram of the model cross-section; (b) weld connection details showing the FE node arrangement (where ‘×’ represents the shared nodes).

Figure 5: Butt welded ship grade steel plate: Samples 1 to 4 in yellow frames are for the SKPFM test (25 mm × 25 mm × 6 mm).

Figure 6: Distribution of the anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$ for a plate with random pitting corrosion (DOP = 15%, pit depth = 0.2$t$): (a) at $0.43\sigma_y$ top view; (b) at $0.65\sigma_y$ top view; (c) at $0.43\sigma_y$ pit cross-section; (d) at $0.65\sigma_y$ pit cross section (scale bars indicate $i_a/i_{a0}$ ratio).

Figure 7: Results along line $x = 400$ mm for the plate model with a large corrosion feature in the middle at ultimate strength stage (DOP = 15%): (a) hydrostatic pressure (MPa); (b) equivalent plastic strain; (c) anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$.

Figure 8: Anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$ along line $x = 400$ mm for plate model with a large corrosion feature in the middle at different load substeps (DOP = 15%): (a) pit depth = 0.25$t$; (b) pit depth = 0.5$t$.

Figure 9: Anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$ along line $x = 400$ mm for plate model with a large corrosion feature in the middle and various DOPs (pit depth = 0.25$t$).

Figure 10: An intact stiffened plate with residual stresses in the longitudinal direction: (a) anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$ distribution; (b) longitudinal residual stress and total anodic potential change (summation of elastic and plastic effects) along line A-A’ (from weld boundary to plate edge).

Figure 11: SKPFM measurements across the weldment and the base metal (Samples 1 to 4 in Figure 5).

Figure 12: Anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$ at different load substeps for a stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion on the stiffener ($w_{gc} = 15\% h_w$; $t_{gc} = 0.75t_w$).
Figure 13: Lines P₁-P₁’ and P₂-P₂’ of a stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion on the stiffener ($w_{gc} = 10\% h_w$, $t_{gc}$ = 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25$t_w$): (a) hydrostatic pressure; (b) equivalent plastic strain; (c) anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$. The dashed lines indicate the location of the stiffener.

Figure 14: Line W₁-W₁’ of a stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion (grey area) on the stiffener ($w_{gc} = 10\% h_w$, $t_{gc}$ = 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25$t_w$): (a) hydrostatic pressure; (b) equivalent plastic strain; (c) anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$.

Figure 15: Line W₂-W₂’ of a stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion (grey area) on the stiffener ($w_{gc} = 10\% h_w$, $t_{gc}$ = 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25$t_w$): (a) hydrostatic pressure; (b) equivalent plastic strain; (c) anodic current density increment ratio $i_a/i_{a0}$.

Figure 16: Equivalent plastic strain at the mid-section of stiffened plate model with grooving corrosion at the ultimate strength stage: (a) 0.75$t_w$ and (b) 0.25$t_w$.

TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Properties used for square plate and stiffened plate models
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Properties</th>
<th>Square plate model</th>
<th>Stiffened plate model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$ / mm</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>4750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$ / mm</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t$ / mm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_w \times t_w$ / mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>235 $\times$ 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_f \times t_f$ / mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>90 $\times$ 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ / GPa</td>
<td>205.8</td>
<td>205.8 (both plate and stiffener)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_y$ / MPa</td>
<td>352.8</td>
<td>313.6 (both plate and stiffener)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3 (both plate and stiffener)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_s$ / GPa</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 (both plate and stiffener)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta = \frac{b}{t \sqrt{E}}$ (plate slenderness ratio)</td>
<td>2.208</td>
<td>2.472</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plate initial deflection / mm

$$w_{pl} = 0.1\beta^2t \sin\frac{\pi x}{a} \sin\frac{\pi y}{b}$$

$$w_{pl} = 0.1\beta^2t \sin\frac{5\pi x}{a} \sin\frac{\pi y}{b}$$

Column-type initial deflection / mm

$w_c = 0.0015a \sin\frac{\pi x}{a} \sin\frac{\pi y}{B}$

Sideways initial deflection / mm

$$w_s = 0.0015a \frac{z}{h_w} \sin\frac{\pi x}{a}$$
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